Suppl.
: Taxonomy of putative MDREs featuring a PUA superfamily domain. PD-(D/E)XK domains are too diverged and typically not annotated in the databases, therefore this analysis was restricted to HNH domains (1) .
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Supplementary Figures
Suppl. Fig. S1 . Conserved pseudo-barrel structure of five-stranded beta sheets of PUA, EVE and SRA domains. Arrow, b strand; cylinder, a helix. Aa, a helix A inserted between b strands 1 and 2 (2,3). The EVE domains contain a helix insertions between b sheets 1 and 2, 4 and 5, and also 5 and 6 (3). It has been reported in the literature that SRA domain recognizes 5mC/5hmC in DNA, genuine PUA domain recognizes modified bases in RNA, and EVE domain is implicated in binding of 5hmC DNA.
Suppl. Fig. S2. Structural clustering of proteins containing a domain of the PUA superfamily (SRA, ASCH, EVE, YTH, genuine PUA and other protein family members) according to pairwise similarity, calculated using the DALI server (4).
Color indicates the degree of similarity. CD-HIT was chosen to eliminate highly similar structures and to obtain a representative set. DUF3850 is related to the ASCH domain family. UPF0113 (MJ1410) and DUF2584 are members of the PUA-like superfamily.
AspBHI is related to the SRA/MspJI domain family.
Suppl. Fig. S3. Unrooted tree illustrating the structural similarity of proteins with a PUA domain (3), calculated using DALI all against all comparisons.
A representative set of proteins was chosen using CD-HIT. ASCH (ASC-1 homology) domains are likely to be the modified (or damaged) nucleotide (nt) sensing modules of nucleic acid binding proteins, that recruit other effectors (endonucleases or repair endonucleases) to the modified (damaged) sites. A.
B.

Suppl. Fig. S7. Mapping TspA15I cut/nick sites in pBR322 (Dcm + ) predigested in Mg 2+ buffer by direct sequencing. Doublets G/A, C/A, T/A in the forward sequencing reaction or G/T, C/T, A/T in the
reverse sequencing indicate broken template resulting from cleavage or nicking (5) . The extra A (or T) is added by Taq DNA polymerase when it "runs off" from a broken template (see the schematic diagram in Suppl. Fig. S6A ). A.
Suppl. Fig. S8. Purification and restriction activity of VcaM4I and CmeDI. (A)
B.
Suppl. Fig. S15 . ScoA3III digestion of pBR322 DNA and mapping ScoA3III cut sites. A. ScoA3III digestion of pBR322 (Dam + G6mATC, Dcm + C5mCWGG). The cleavage products are smaller than the products generated by Nt.CviPII (CCD, D = A, G, or T) (7) , HpaII (CCGG) or CviKI-1 (RGCY), suggesting ScoA3III cleaves/nicks DNA frequently. B. ScoA3III cut site consensus sequence (SC/R or SA/R) generated by WebLogo from partial digestions. C. Examples of ScoA3III cut sites as determined by run-off sequencing of the partial cleavage products. Down arrows indicate the cut sites. Completely digested products failed to generate readable sequencing results due to the high background random priming from short products.
